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SUMMARY 

Studies of efforts in Virginia to reduce the incidence 
of reflection cracking when portland cement concrete pavements 
or bases are overlayed with asphaltic concrete are reported° 
The methods of reflection crack reduction discussed are" (i) The use of sand as a bond breaker between portland cement 
concrete pavements and asphaltic overlays, (2) the use of a high 
tensile strength fabric as a stmess relieving layer between two asphaltic concr•ete overlays of an old portland cement concrete 
pavement on a weak subbase, and (3) the use of two types of 
fabric as stress relieving layers between asphaltic layers and 
a concrete base on a very strong subbase and subgrade. 

The foilowing conclusions were drawn° 

i. Neither sand as a bond breaker nor high strength 
fabrics as stress relieving layers are effective 
in reducing reflection cracking where vertical 
joint movement (differential deflection) is. a significant factor° 

2o When differential deflections are greater than 
about 0.002 in (0.05 mm) reflection cracks form 
early. Such cracki, ng is delayed for lower dif- 
femential deflection but may occur as the magnitude 
and frequency of wheel loadings increase. 

3o Both an asphalt impregnated polypropylene fabr, ic 
and an unwoven, spun-bonded nylon fabric, when 
placed to span joints in portland cement concrete 
base and covered with an asphaltic concrete, over- lay, are able to sustain the formation of meflection 
cracking in the overlaying layer without undergoing 
damage. 

4. An asphalt impregnated polypropyiene fabric spanning 
the joints in portland cement concrete pavements, 
and placed between the pavement and an asphaltic 
overlay, may be effective in reducing the infiltration 
of surface water to pavement sub-layerso There is 
some evidence that pavement pumping may be reduced by 
this method. 

5. Both an asphalt impregnated polypropylene fabric and 
an unwoven, spun-bonded nylon fabric can delay the 
formation of reflection cmacking. There is strong evidence, however, that such cracking is fatigue in 
nature and will eventually develop under the applica- 
tion of repetitive wheel loadings. 
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I-NTRODUCTI•C•N 

Transverse joints in rigid pavements •commoniy reflect 
through bituminous concrete overlays in a short period of time. 
Many highway engineers believe that these cracks are detrimental 
to pavement riding quality, while others believe that they are 
generators of future maintenance problems because they provide 
ready access of surface water to subsurface pavement layers.(1) 
Recent studies provide some basis for the latter belief in that 
a crack only 0.035 in. (0.9 mm) wide is reported to admit 70% 
of the surface water falling on a pavement sloped 1.25% under a 2 in. 
(50 mm) per hour precipitation rate. (2) 

Numerous efforts to reduce reflection cracking have been 
reported in the literature. A discussion of the many methods tr•ed 
would be voluminous, but a good summary of those which have been 
at least partially successful is given in NCHRP Synthesis No 9 on 
Pavement Rehabilitation. (3) In that document most methods attempted 
are grouped into 4 general classifications" (I) Increased thickness 
of asphaltic concrete overlay, (2) special treatment of existing 
portland cement concrete pavement, (3) special condition in asphaltic 
concrete overlay design, and (4) treatment of joints and cracks° 

In Virginia, most of the methods in categories i through 3 
have been rejected for economic or other reasons. The category 
4 methods employed in Virginia all consist of some means of break- 
ing the bond or otherwise relieving the stress between the PCC and 
the bituminous concrete overlay° The first efforts to provide a 
bond breaker were reported by Hughes, who found that a thin layer 
of sand spread on, either side of the PCC pavement joints before 
application of a bituminous concrete overlay was of only partial 
success in reducing reflection cracking•(4) In his studies, an 
asphalt emulsion tack coat was applied at the rate of 0°05 to 0.i0 g/y2 (0.23 to 0°46 i/m 2) for a distance of 9 to 12 in. (225 to 300 
mm) on either side of transverse joints° Class A sand sieved to 
pass a 3/8 in. (9.5 mm) sieve was applied over the tack coat at 



a thickness of approximately i•4 in. (6 mm)o An asphaltic, 
concrete overlay (85fi00 penetration grade asphalt) of from 
10C ibo/y 2 (59 Kg/m 2) to 175 ib./y 2 (95 Kg/m2) was applied over 
the pavement surface and the sanded joints. Joint spacings 
were 30 fto (9 m). Of 3 projects treated in such a manner, 
only i showed any indication of fewer reflection cracks on 
joints treated with sand. No reason fom a difference in per- 
formance between the 3 projects was deter•mined although after 
9 years some of the joints still had not reflected through the 
best performing pmoject, which i• loc•ted on Rou•te 13 in •orthampton 
County. 

The next significant effort t• reduce reflection cracking, 
also reported by Hughes, involved the use of an unwoven polypropylene 
fabric spanning the reflection cracks on a previously overlaid con- 
crete pavement on Route 460 in Susse• County. (5) The polypropylene 
had high tensile strength and was purported to prevent horizontal 
overstressing of the overlay. Supposedly, at points of stress 
concentration such as transverse joints or cracks, the material 
would prevent reflection cracking. Again, the joint spacing was 
30 ft (9 m) and the fabric was applied with approximately 0.25gal/y 2 
(I.I i/m 2) of CAE2 tack coat. The fabric was applied in 3 ft. (0°9 m) 
wide strips app•,oximately centered on the cracks and running length- 
wise with the cracks. ",A total of 99 joints, all with discernible 
cracking in the previous overlay, were treated in this manner. An 
asphaltic concrete (85/100 penetration grade asphalt) overlay of 
125 Ib./•y 2 (68 Kg/m 2) 

was applied after the fabr•ic had been under 
traffic fo• some 12 hours° 

The performance of the fabric treated section, like that of 
the sanded sections, was disappointing when it was noticed, after 
three months under, traffic, that many of the j oints, had reflected 
through the second overlay. However, the cracking in an adjacent 
section where no fabric had been used was somewhat more frequent. 

As a result of the above partially successful experiments, 
studies were undertaken in 1972 to determine th, rough field testing 
the mechanism of reflection cracking on overlays of jointed port- 
land cement concrete pavements. The present report summarizes 
these studies and concludes with several recommendations concerning 
the future handling of such cracking. 



FIELD STUDIES 

Route 460 Pr•oject 

Horizontal Joint Movements 

Priom to placing the second overlay on the Rou<:•e 460 
project •both control and, test sections wer•e chosen for hori- 
zontal joint movement studies° It was hoped that, by monitoring 
the horizontal hydrothermal movements of typical• joints, on 
both the section with fabmic reinforcement and a control section 
without reinforcem.ent it would be possible to detemmine the effect 
of such movement on the ability of the fabric to reduce •eflection 
cracking. Five consecutive joints in both the control and the test 
sections were located prior to placement of the overlay on the con- 
tro! section and the fabric and over.'lay on the test sect•iono After 
the overlay was in place in both sections, gage points were em- 
bedded in the overlay such that a nominal 10-ino (250 mm) gage 
length would span the area subject to ref•iection cracki•ng. These 
gage points were established at each of the i0 prev.iously s.e•]=•oted 
joints. Initial readings of the exact measurements bet•een gage points were taken on August 25, 1971, the day after the o•,•er:l•ay 
was placed. At the same ti.me, readings were taken on r-e•fer•ence 
(calibration) points embedde• in the asphaltic concr.ete where no cracking was expected to occur° Thus, measurements spann.ing 
flection cracks could be corrected for the length change occurring 
in a 10-ino (250 mm) segment of uncracked• pavement. A realistic 
measure of crack movement was anticipated th•r•ough this adjustmento 

Readings of both the test and calibration poi.n•,•i•:s were tak.en 
at monthly intesva!s for 30 months subsequen•t to the overlay° Dur- 
ing the first 3 months of th•is period refl_.ection c:r.a_clk.s developed 
between the gage points at 3 ].•ocaticns in each, section° At ! 
location in each section a peflect•i_.on crack deveil.ope.d outside the 
l,i.mits of the gage points° At the end• of th.e 30-month per.f.c,.d I. 
joint in each section had not ref•l,ected through the o•er:•l..ayo The 
results of these studies are indicated gr.aphicall, y in Figure ! 
where curves sh.ow the. behavior of the reflecti.on cracks and. of the 
10-in. (254 mm) long pavement segments where cracking was expected• 
but did not occur° On the ordinate of this figure a posit:ire num- 
ber ind, icates joint opening while a negative number ind•lcates 
joint closure° It is apparent that the fabr:•ic reinforced, test 
section and the contr.ol secti,,on behaved• s.imilarly and there is no 
evidence from these tests that th.e str.•ess relieving layer, provided 
any advantage in preventing reflectio.n cracking° Once the cracks 
formed, theiP behavior was somewhat as would be expec-t:ed• for the 
first year, the seasonal movements being clear..!y evid.ent• The 
author of.fers no ex.planation for the str, ange behavior of the. 
measurements after the fir.st year° Obviously, the indi.cation that 
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the cr, acks (which were clearly visible.) took on negative width 
values is ridiculous. It is evident that fo• unknown reasons 
the distances between gage points became something less than 
the nominal i0 ino (25• mm) originally established. This anomaly 
is believed to be related to a "humping" effect noted at many 
transverse reflection cracks in Vi•ginia. In such cases, a 
g•adua! upheaval o• accumulation of aspha]<ic concrete at the 
reflection cracks results in noticeable roughness° 

Vertical Joint Movements 

The realization that most •ef!ection cracking in the Route 
460 project had occurr•ed during the fir•st 3 months when measured. 
horizontal movements had been minimal led to a consideration of 
other factors wh•,ch might contribute to the cracking° Since, the 
pavement under study showed significar•t evidence of joint faulting 
and pumping it was considered likely that •ertical movement of the 
joints might be such a factor. 

In April 1,972 joint de.f]oection tests were con.d•o:c<:ed on _•,,th 
the fabric m.einforced and the control sections° The. p• cedure for 
these tests is indicated in Figure 2. A Benkelman beam (A •,n Figur-e 
2) was placed on <he shoulder of the road with its po•:•nt near •e 
edge of a reflection cracked joint or of a joint which had not re 
fiected thr:ough• A dump truck loaded to ].8,000 ib• (8165 kg) on 
its rear axle was positioned on the oppo•,ite side of the joint• 
At this point (point !, Fi.gu•e 2) an initial beam reading was 
taken• The truck was then driven slowly ac•oss the joY'n< while 
beam readings •ere ta•.en as points • and 3 wer•e t•avers,•edo The 
edge deflection for point 2 gives an indication of the deflection 
when the wheel load is directly at the jo•:•.nt• The compa•ison be- 
tween readings for points 1 and 2 gives an indication of the load 
trans•fe• efficiency while the reading for point 3 is use• to ens•e 
that the Benkelman beam, still located at point 2, is no longer 
within the area of influence of the wheel 

The results of these tes<.s are indicated in Table I where, 
in addition to the deflection data, the number and pe•r'centages of 
cracked and uncrac•ed joints are given for .<•he control and the 
fabric treated sections° The deflection data include that for the 
case when the wheel load is on the opposite side of the joint from 
the Benke!man beam (Dl),the case where •heel load is directly at 
the Benkelman beam (D 2) and the differential deflection (• D 2 
Here d could be interpreted as a function of the load transfem 
capability of the joint• ioeo, if <he ,load t•ansfer is 1100%, d- 0. 
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Typical location of Benkelman Beam (A). 
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3O 

(g m) 

Typical wheel locations during deflection tests. 

Figure 2. Schematic showing deflection testing procedure. 



Table i 

Cracking and Deflection Data, 
(April 1972) 

Sec-tion Cracked Joints •Avemage Deflections (ino)* 

NOo % D2 D 1 d D 2 D I 

Fabric cracked 57 

uncracked 42 

Control cracked 90 

uncracked 34 

58 0o014 0,•009 0°005 

e2 0.009 0.008 0o001 

73 0.015 0•010 0.005 

0.012 0•010 27 0°002 

*I inch- 25.4 mmo 

It should be pointed, out here that when these te, s<s wer•e •••- 
the overlay was approximatel.y 8 months oldo Also, traffic records 
show that the test sections sustain an average of more than 600 vpd 
in the 2 axie-6 tire or larger truck and bus categories. 

Note that Table I shows that there was some•Mhat of a reduction 
in reflection cracking on the fabric tmea, ted secti•on as indicated by 
the cracking percentages of 58 and 73 ,for the .fabric and control 
sections, respectively° A late• survey (September 1974) showed 
61% and 75% c.racked in the same o•dero As can also be, seen in 
Table i the net: joint deflection (D 2) may have some inf]•uence on. 
the cracking as the deflection for, uncracked joints averages some- 
what ,lower than for the cracked joints in both the fabric and the 
control sections. More descriptive, however, ,is the differential 
joint deflection (d) where it can be seen that uncracked joints 
have very low average values of 0o001 ino to 0°002 ino (25 •m to 
50 •m) while the cracked joints aver, age 0,005 in, (125 •m) in both 
sections. 

An analysis of the distribution of d values is given in 
Table 2• where cracking •fr•equency is given as a function of dif- 
ferential deflection in increments of 0.002 in• (50 •m) (the 
least reading of the Benke!man beam used). Note that when the 
differential deflection is zer•o (load tman.sfem ],00%) the, fabric 
had a mamked effect on reflection c•acking as seen by the fact that 
of 20 treated joints none were cracked, while fo•. the control section 



4 joints out o• 9 wer:e cracked. Simila•-•ly, but less dramatically, 
when d 0.002 in. (50 •m) the joints having reflectS.on cracks 
were 29% and 54% for the fabric and the control sections, respec- 
tively. Finally, when d was over 0.008 in. •200 •m) all joints 
had. reflection cracking in both the control and the fabric re- 
in.forced sections. 

Table 2 

Cracking and Differential Deflection 
(Route 460) 

Differential No. Joints Cracked No Joints Uncracked % ,Joints. 
Deflection Cracked 

d (in.)* Fabric Control Fabric Control Fabmic Control, 

0 0 4 20 5 0 44 

0.002 7 20 17 17 29 54 

0.00• 23 35 3 12 88 74 

0.006 15 ii 2 0 88 i00 

0.008 12 20 0 0 i00 I00 

*I inch 25.4 mmo 

Clearly, when joints have essentially 100% load t•ansfer 
capability, the reason for the absence of reflection cracking could 
be that the joints simply are not functioning° In such a case no 
stress concentrations or cracking would be expected° This may well 
explain the absence, of c•acking at the 5 untreated joints (Table 2) 
where the differential deflection was zemo. The 4 untreated joints 
where cracking did occur may be work•ng joints where load trans- 
fer is fully effective. Thus, it is lik.e.ly that many of the 20 
uncrac•ed treated joints where there was no differential deflection 
were working joints where the fabric se•ved its intended pumpose 
of reducing overlay stresses to the point where no cracking occurred. 
Conversely, it is !ikel.y that when. joints had higher differential 
deflections the fabric, a thin sheet, had no ability to distribute 
sheer stresses and was unable to significantly reduce reflection 
cracking. 

If the above hypothesis is accepte•, it follo•s that much, 
not most, o.f the reflection c•acking on the treated joints was 



the result o•f sheem stress concentrations induced as wheel .loads 
traversed the joints and caused differential deflections. Luther, 
et alo have since established that reflection cracking of asphaltic 
overlays is multimodel fatigue fracture o(6) Their paper, based, 
on laboratory model studies, states in part: 

It was obsemved that these (reflection) 
cracks propagate, from the su•face under 
mixed mode conditions ar•ising from com- pressive bending stresses and high shee• 
stresses induced by differentia• ver•tical 
movement between the underlying •igid con- 
crete layer. 

If, as seems to be the case, reflection cracking is fatigue 
in nature and differential vertical movements a•e a major cause, 
it is reasonable to assume that the rate of crack development 
would be a function of the frequency of whee• load•ngs and of the 
magnitude of vertical mo•ement, or differential de•lection, ca•se• 
by these loadings0 This concept seems •to have. been substantiated 
on the Route 460 project, where, with some 600 heavy loads per day 
a 3% increase in cracking was noted between April 1972 and September 
•.974. At the time of the later survey it was obser•ved that the 
joints having very low differential deflection in •.972 still were 
uncracked •n 1974. 

Core Studies 

During the September 1974 cr•c• survey five 4.-inch (i00 mm) 
diameter cores were removed •from the Route 460 pavement. Each 
core was at a reflection crack •n the fabric treated sect•on •n• 
was located so as to intercept the cnack app•o×imately as a co•_•e 
diametem0• These 5 cores wer•e returned to the laboratory for study 
The findings of these studies are indicate• •n the pho•ogr, aph• 
given in Figure 3, where it can be seen that the core thorough both 
asphaltic concrete layers is held together by the po•ypropylene 
fabric• The •reflection crack is plainly vis•b]•e both above and. 
below the fabric. Efforts to separate •the asphaltic concrete 
from the fabric showed that all were firmly bonded together so that 
some effort was req•ired to remove either !aye•,o When the asphaltic 
concrete had been removed it was found that the fabric showed no 
evidence of damage. A slight wrinkle in the. fabric corresponded 
with the location of the reflection crack° 

The observation that there was ,no tear or other evidence of 
elongation of the fabr•ic was taken as fum.ther evidence that the 
flection cracking had been caused p•imarily by ver.•tical, joint move- 
merits. 



Figure 3 Core through_ new overlay (top), 
Petromat, and old overlay, Route 
460 project. 

Joint Pump, in, g S,tudies 
As a coincidence of the 1972 and 1974 reflection crack sur- 

veys it was noted that the po•l.yp•r.•opyl.ene falbric spanning transverse 
joints may have been beneficial, in reducing pumping° In both cases 
some 15% of the •oints in the ce•ntrol section were •etermined, on 
the basis of t:he ejection of fines f•om the subbase or subgrade, 
to be pump•i;ngo No case of pumping was obser, ved i_n the. fabr.ic 
treated section during either survey° It may be conjectured that 
the fabr, ic, which was asphalt impregnated du•ing its manufacture 
and was applied with a heavy tack coat o.f liqui.d asphalt, se•rved 
as a barr.ier to sur•.f•ace water ente•ing the joints such that pumping 
was eliminated° Since jo:i.nt pumping had not been a consi_derat•ion 
early ,in. the study no data are avail.able .on. the incidence of pumping 
before the •abric was applied.° For th:is •'.eason, no firm conclusions 
can be offer,•.ed on this matte•r and fu.rthe•r, studies in another loca- 
tion are anticipated° 

Route. ]_•3 Project 

Vertical Joint Movements 

The. appa•.ent relationships between vertical joint movements 
and the effectiveness of the str.ess •:eli.eving ]_.ayes on. the Route 
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460 project led to speculation that such movements might be of 
significance where sand had been used as a bond breaker between 
an asphaltic concrete overlay and a jointed po•t]•and cement con- 

crete pavement° Since, as noted earlier, the sand had been partially 
successful on the Route 13 project, it was decided to conduct joint 
deflection tests at this site. These tests were conducted,, in the 
manner described earlier, in •une 1972 when the test section was 
6 years old. At that time, of 60 control or untreated joints 100% 
exhibited reflection cracking while of 232 sanded join•ts 155, or 
66%, had such cmacking. 

The results of these joint deflection tests are summarized 
in Table 3, where descriptions similam to those used for Table 2 
are employed° 

Table 3 

Cracking and Differential Deflection 
(Route 13 ) 

Differential 
Deflection 

Number of Number of Percentage of 
Joints Cracked Joints Unc•acked Joints Cracked 

d(in.)* Sanded Control Sanded Control Sanded Control 

0 4 i 13 0 2• i00 

0•002 58 15 43 0 57 i00 

0•004 66 28 19 0 77 i00 

0°006 27 14 2 0 93 I•00 

*i. inch 25.4 mm. 

Note that while the sand layer can be effective in reducing 
reflection cracking, the degree of this effectiveness is strongly 
influenced by the magnitude of the diffementiai deflection. For 
example, the sand layer appears to have been 76% effective after 
6 years where there is no differential, deflect:ion while duroing the 
same period of time it was only 7% effective where the differential 
deflection is as much as 0.006 ino (150•m). 

A recent survey of cracking on this project showed that after 
9 years 93.5% of the sanded joints e×hibited reflection cracking. 
Thus, it appears that the fatigue nature of reflection cracking is 
again shown on this project, where traffic volumes include an 
average of 335 vpd in the 2-axle 6-tire or larger truck and bus 
categories. 

Ii 



Route 95 Project 

As a result of the above •eported studies indicating that 
st•ress relieving layers could be effective in delaying reflection 
cracking where differential vertical, joint movement• were mini- 
mized, the researchers, in July 1972, placed several test sections 
on a •egment of Interstate 95 under construction in Northern Vir- 
ginia. This project, called the "Mixing Bowl," is a part of the 
multi-lane Pentagon highway network and was cons•tructed with a composite pavement overlying a very rigid, foundation• The pave- 
ment design features are as follows" 

Surface 

Binder 

i00 ibJyd. 2 (54 kg/m 2) bituminous concrete 
Type S-5 

250 lb./yd 2o (136 kg/m 2• bituminous concrete, 
Type B- 3 

Base. 8 in. (400 mm) plain portland cement concrete 

Subbase 8 in. (400 mm) cement stabilized subbase 
material 

On this pavement it was expected that the extremely rigid 
base and subbase layers would reduce vertical joint motions to a 
minimum so that the provision of a stress relieving layer between 
the bituminous concrete layer and the portland cement concrete base 
would reduce the incidence of reflection c•acking of the shrinkage 
cracks in the concrete base. Plans called fo• the installation 
of 2 ,fabric stmess relieving materials, each on approximately i00 
shrinkage cracks° 

The details of installation have been reported earlier by 
McGhee and Hughes. (7) Some of the more important features are 
summarized below along with the results of 3 years of performance 
studies. 

Materials and Application 

The materials applied were: 

(i) Petromat an asphalt impregnated unwoven polypropylene 
fabric manufactur•ed by the Philips Petroleum 
Company. 

(2) Chemstrand (403) an unwoven, spun-bonded nylon manu- 
factured by the Monsanto Co. 
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Sometime before the application of bituminous concrete 
layers but after the concrete base was old enough to develop 
shrinkage cracks at approximately 30 ft• (9 m) intervals, the 
cracks were located for installation of the str•ess relieving 
materials• In all cases the cracks were located with respect 
to a permanent reference point on the roadway or median° Prior 
to placing the materials each crack was tacked for its fu, ll 
length (a 12 ft. (3.6 m) lane width.) and for 18 in. (0.45 m) to 
either side with approximately 0.25 ga].•,/ydo 2 (1.1 i/m2) of CAE-2. 
After the tack had cumed for from 1 to 3 hours• the fabr:.ic was 
broomed into place to assume good adb•esiono It was noted that 
the Petromat appeared to absorb the tack better and to adhere 
more uniformly to the. base course than did the Chemstrando 

(7) 
Due to numerous problems outlined i•n the, earli.er repomt, 

many of the fabrE.c treated cracks wer.e not suitable f:or evaluation 
by the time the bituminous concrete layers had been pl•aced. Since 
the overlay, many of the treated cracks have been under traffic 
volumes of more than 40,000 vpd so tha, t no evaluation has been 
possible. The result is that at present only 2 test se.cti.on,• and, 
1 control (no fabric) section are available for eva.i.uat;iono •"hese 
are summarized .in Table 4 and shown schematicall.y in F.igures 4, 
5, and 6. 

Tab le 4 

Fabric Reinforced Cracks Available for Study 
(September 1975) 

Site Location Number of Cracks 
•'Pet•omat Chemstr•an-d -•-con•!rol 

Date 0verl.ayed 

3* NBL-Rt. 27 22 

4 SBL-195 25 25 8 

5 SBL-195 29 

Total 47 25 37 

*Numbers refer to previous report on this study• (7) 

9-18-72 

9-18-72 

0-31-72 

Note that the three sections were overlayed in September and 
October, 1972, Note also that Site No. q had both types of fabric 
and a few untreated, control cracks, 
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Results 

Perio4,ic s•:.udies of the 3 test sites showe£ an early dif- 
fer•ence in. the number of mef.lec•.:ion c•acks 4e.t.ec.<:e.d, For ex- 
amp].e, in Februar•y ].973• when. little tmaffic had used the sites,. 
the.Pc were 0, 5• and ]6 •eflect.ion cr.acks det:ected, in the binder 
cour.se on sites 3• 4, and <, •espe.c•. ve.]y., Thus, T.he•e was a 
clear indicat:i.on that the fabr•ic on s ites 3 and 4 was somewhat 
effec%:ive in reducing t•he in, c.]•dence of reflect}ion crack.•ng at. 
an ea.r, ly overlay age. In April. 1973, soon. af•:e.r the f•.nal 
sumface had been. appl.ied, no cracks coul.d be de.T.ected in e i.th.er 
of the 3 sections. No significant, cr.ack.•n• developed •n the 
surface course du•ing the summer, of 1.9•3..• However.• d•r,.fng_ •he 
winter of 1973-7u, when hydrothe•mal pa<;em.en< mo•emen•.s cou].d be 
expected to be most con.ducive to ref•ec•:.icn c.r-ack:ng, numeFous 
Cracks began to de.•e].op in <he conYcol section and •n s•T-e No.. 4. 
It. also became clea• during +b•_• •s p•r-]--,4• •,-f •me •ha,_ a•d.•..... ••. •cnal 
cracks were d:evelcping in <he un.•e'r.•for.,:=d concrete bate and were 
i..n turn being reflec1:ed thro<gh !he. asphal•.c <•cn<.r.e•e sur.fa•.e: 
As a result, by Jt•.ly 197• =the.r:e were a 1:c.ta] of 92 r•:-f ]e:,•!]c• 
cracks in. the c_onir•ol section (site 5] t•b -'e <b.ere •=•e <5 c-racks 
in <_i+• •,-many of which were new•y d=•e]..-p -,a a •he has 
level At-the same time, 

Also, in..July 1.97•_ deflect;i.•n t.e<T.s were coy, d<•,-•ed on al.] cracks visible in sizes u and. 5 at t.ha + <•meo S•l]a• <c t_.he 
fin.@.ing .i.n the stud•.es mepcrt;ed_ ea:•<.li.er, *_ihe average d•fferen.t•al 
deflection on vis•]ble cracks was 0.002 •n. (50 bin)< 

Cor-e.s removed, frcm site 4 dur.E_ng Ju_•'y 19• sh-.:.•ed re<ults 
sim•.lar-to those reported above for.<he RoL•'e 460 project-.• For 
both the Pe•.moma< and the Chemstr:and cas;es co:•es taken at I;h.e 
location, of ref •ection c•acks shc,.wed z•ha: :•.he cracks •e d <recx]v 
above cracks in the portland cement: conc•e<•e base,.bu,<• lhaz <he 
fabr-ic is still in.<:ac• and shows no evider•ce of d•s,:ress• Photo- 
graphs of co•es through, both fabr-ics ar-e shown_ i.n F gures 7 and 8• 

Final de•_:ailed studies of <•he crackinz on •he l.-9.5 pr, ojec< 
were conducted, in September 1975. Aga].n, *•here wer-e a number cf 
cracks whi.ch had d.eveloped in the base concre•:e and t•ro•_•.gh, the bituminous .layer, s since •be tes*•, sec•-t:i.ors were 
installed° Howevem, based on <•he ,o•igina] c•acking 
sites, Table 5 was develope.d in an e.ffor•.• •-o show zhe 
effectiveness of the stress re.!•.eving ]ayer.s.• 
are given in. deta•] in. F.<gur•es 4., 5• and 6. 

The da1a z n Table 5 
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Figure Core through bi-huminous 
and Petromat, Route 95 

layers 
project. 

Figure Core through bituminous 
and Chemstrarld, Route 05 

layers 
project. 
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•ote that •or site 3 forty-one pe•cent of •he cr•ac•k•s, ha• 
reflected thmoug•h the Petromat in appro×imately 3 yea•s. •n the 
same time, on s•te 4 for•ty-four and sixty-eight percent of the 
cracks had meflecte• thmough the Petmomat and the Cb, emstrand, respectively, while all the untreated cmacks had r•ef!ectedo Simi- 
larly, for site 5 ninety pemcent of the contr•c.l cr•acks had reflected 
by September 1.,975, Clearly, both fabrics wer•e somewh•at: effective 
in at least d•elaying the reflection cr•ackingo Ther•e is also some evidence that the Petromat was more effective than the Chemstrand. 
The tmaffic characteristics given in Table 5 ar•e indicative of 
ser•vice conditions but cannot be used to establish a .r•.elationship 
between traffic volume and refl.ection• crack.ing. Whi•le site 3 has 
been subjected to the in•,i•cated tr, affi•c fo•. most of the 3-year 
period sites 4 and ,5 have had only spor-adi..c traf•f•i.c due to con- struction r•elated detours. 

Table 5 

Crack.i.•ng and Traffic 
(September !975) 

Site Truck Total Percentage Cracks Ref•lected. 
Traff2c (vpd)* T•affic (vpd) Petromat Chemstr•and Control 

.3 270 19 000 41 

4 3,050 42,500 5• 68 I00 
5 3,050 •2,500 90 

*2-axle 6-tir•e or. larger tr, ucks and buses. 

Howeve•, the. influence of t•a•ffic volumes (and fa?•igue) 
on the rate of development of tb_e ref•lecti•nn c•:acking is found in. 
a deta•iled study of site 5, where it can be seen that the fr•,equency 
of reflection cmacking is greatest in the. lanes subject to the most tr-:affic, particul, arly trucks° Table 6 has been devel•oped f"r•om a study of this site, where the outermost •]•ane b.as been d•esigna•ed 
as the acceleration lane, the second, as the t,m.aff•ic lane• the third 
as the middle lane, and the inner, most as thee passing •laneo Cil.early 
tmuck tra.ffic will. be heaviest on the acceTier•ation and traff•ic l, anes 
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Table 6 

Lane 

Acceleration 

Cracking and Tr•'affic Lane 
(Site 5, September ]975) 

P 9r ._c e nt a.ge Cr•.acks__Re fle c,t ed 
P•e tromat Chem s tra.nd Co ntro i 

i00 (8/8) 

Traffic 71 (5/7)* 83 (5/6) 
Middle 55 (5/9) 67 (6/9) 
Passing 33 (3/9) 60 (6/I0) 

*Numbers in parentheses show actual number of reflection 
cracks as a fraction of the total number of treated cracks 
in the portland cement base. 

Note that in addition to the marked decrease in reflection 
cracking for the lanes where trucks would be less frequent 
there is also a significant difference in cracking for the 
Petromat and the Chemstrand treated cracks° The author has 
no explanation fore this difference in performance° Finally, 
as indicated earlier, all untreated cracks in. the acceleration 
(control) lane have reflected through° 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions appear to be. warranted from the 
studies reported above" 

io Neither sand as a bond breaker nor high strength 
fabrics as stress relieving layers are effective 
in reducing reflection cr•acking where vertical 
joint movement: (differential_ deflection) is a 
significant factor. 

2. When differential deflections are greater than 
about 0.002 ino (0.005 mm) reflection cracks 
form very early° Such cracking is delayed for 
lower diffemential deflection but may occur as 
the magnitude and frequency of wheel loadings 
increase. 



3o Both an asphalt impregnated polypropylene fabric 
and an unwoven• spun-bonded nylon fabric• when 
placed to span joints in port]•and cement concrete 
p•vements or cracks in portland cement concrete 
b•e •.nd cove•ed with an asp•haltic concrete over- 
lay, ar'e able to sustain the for•mation of •eflection 
cracking in the ovemlaying layer without damage to 
themselves 

4. An asphalt impregnated poiyp:•opylene fabric spanning 
the joints in portland cement concr•ete pavements, and 
placed between the pavement and an asphaltic overlay, 
may be effective in r•educing the infiltration of 
surface water to pavement sub-i, ayerso The•e is some 
evidence that pavement pumping may be reduced by this 
method. 

5. Both an asphalt imp•.egnated polyp•opyiene ,fabr•ic and 
an unwoven, spun-bonded nylon fabr•ic can delay the 
formation of •eflection cracking•.• There is strong 
evidence, however, that such cracking is fatigue in. 
natur•e and will eventually develop •under the applica- 
tion of repetitive wheel, loadingso 

RE COMMENDAT i ON S 

The following r•ecommendations are of•fer•:ed for consideration 
by the Depa•.tment. 

i. Stress relieving layers of thin fabric used to 
reduce reflection cr:,ack•ing are not recommended 
where there is any appreciable differential 
vertical movement of joints or cracks to be over 
layedo 

2. The asphalt impregnated po!ypropy!ene is reco:mmended 
for installation on an experimental, basis for' either 
of the fo].lowing uses: 

(a) To r•educe reflection c•acking in instances 
where truck traffic will not be a factor° 

(b) To reduce the infiltration of surface water 
into transverse er•acks .in instances 'where 
it is not feasible to provide a positive 
subsurface drainage system° 
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3o Since reflection cracking has been shown to be a shear-f•tigue phenomenon it is •easonable to assume 
that a thick cushioning laye• of a relatively •luid 
material would serve to distmibute stresses such 
that the cracking would be pmevented. The p•urpose 
of such a material m±ght be, se•ved in Virginia by 
the "B-2" bituminous concrete, which is open•g•aded 
and contains a softe• asphalt than used in other 
mixtures° The ±nsta!•ation of a test section con- 
taining B-2 as a cushioning •aye• between jointed 
portland cement concrete pavement ,•nd a conventional 
overlay is recommended° 
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